Abstract. Let A and B be two unbounded densely defined operators on a Hilbert space H. The purpose of this work is to give simple conditions that make the product AB closed, self-adjoint and normal provided the two operators are so.
Introduction
First, we assume the reader is very familiar with notions, definitions and results on unbounded operators. Some general references are [2, 8, 10] .
Second, we recall the following theorems which will be needed to prove some of our results. Theorem 1.
[11] Let B be a closed operator. If A is B-bounded with relative bound "a" smaller than one, then A + B is closed.
The analog of the previous theorem for self-adjoint operators is the KatoRellich theorem (see e.g. [9] ). Theorem 2. [Kato-Rellich] Let B be an unbounded self-adjoint operator with domain D(B). If A is B-bounded with relative bound "a" smaller than one, such that A is symmetric, then A + B is self-adjoint on D(B).
If A and B are self-adjoint commuting bounded operators, then it is straightforward that AB = BA is self-adjoint.
If A and B are two commuting bounded normal operators, then a simple use of the Fuglede theorem yields the normality of BA = AB. In the unbounded case (at least one operator is unbounded, A say), things get a little tricky in the sense that the same hypotheses do not necessarily yield the desired results. For instance, if B is a bounded self-adjoint operator, and if A is an unbounded self-adjoint operator that commutes with B, then BA is only symmetric, i.e. BA ⊂ (BA) * . Some conditions are to be imposed in order to make BA self-adjoint (for example one has to add the positivity of A and the strong positivity of B, see [1] ).
The following example will be used on several occasions throughout this paper and it shows that the product of two commuting self-adjoint (and hence it also includes the class of normal operators) operators need not be self-adjoint and it may not be even normal. Example 1. Let A be an unbounded self-adjoint operator having a trivial kernel, for example take
Now set B = A −1 (observe that both A and B are positive on their respective domains). Then BA, defined on D(BA) = D(A), is not closed as BA ⊂ I. Thus it can neither be self-adjoint nor it can be normal and yet
So, the main purpose of this paper is to give conditions that force the product of two unbounded (one of them at most is bounded) closed, selfadjoint or normal operators to be closed, self-adjoint or normal.
We draw the attention of the reader to the paper [3] where some conditions implying the closedness of the product of two closed operators are established.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the author has similar papers about the sum of unbounded operators (see [6, 7] ). Since rB − I < 1, we can say that (rB − I)A is A-bounded with relative bound smaller than one. Since A is closed, Theorem 1 yields the closedness of rBA or BA and hence the proposition is proved.
A similar idea can be used to establish the closedness of BA for two unbounded operators A and B. We have Theorem 3. Let A and B be two densely defined operators with respective domains D(A) and D(B). Assume that D(A) ⊂ D(BA). Assume further that A is closed and that for some a < 1 and b > 0
Then BA is closed.
Remark. Although Condition 1 seems to be a bit strong but the power of the previous theorem lies in the fact that B is not assumed to be closed.
and so BA is densely defined. Then we can write for all ϕ ∈ D(BA) rBAϕ = (rB − I)Aϕ + Aϕ.
Since (rB − I)Aϕ ≤ a Aϕ + b ϕ and a < 1, this shows that (rB − I)A is A-bounded with relative bound smaller than one and hence Theorem 1 allows us to establish the closedness of rBA = (rB −I)A+A or that of BA.
The self-adjointness and the normality question.
In this subsection we present positive results on the product of two self-adjoint or two normal operators, one of them at most is bounded.
Proposition 2. Assume that B is a unitary operator. Let A be an unbounded normal operator. If B and A commute (i.e. BA ⊂ AB), then BA is normal.
Proof. Since B is invertible (and bounded) and A is closed, BA is closed. We also have by the boundedness of B that (BA) * = A * B * . Hence
Since B and A commute (and A is normal), so do B and A * (this is in fact the well-known Fuglede theorem. See e.g. [10] ). Hence
and whence
Since BA is closed, then BA(BA) * is self-adjoint (see e.g. [2] ) and since self-adjoint operators are maximally symmetric (see e.g. [10] ), BA is normal on D(A). This completes the proof.
The result remains valid if the order of A and B is interchanged. We have Proposition 3. Assume that A is a unitary operator. Let B be an unbounded normal operator. If A and B commute (i.e. AB ⊂ BA), then BA is normal.
Proof. The idea of proof is akin to that of the foregoing proposition. First, BA is closed but this time since A is bounded and B is closed. Now since AB ⊂ BA, one has
where we have used in the last "backward inclusion" the Fuglede theorem.
On the other hand one has
where again we have used the Fuglede-Putnam theorem in the ultimate "inclusion". Using the normality of B we see that we are left with
Since BA is closed, BA(BA) * is self-adjoint on D[BA(BA) * ]. Since selfadjoint operators are maximally symmetric, BA is normal and the proof is complete.
The question of when the product of two unbounded self-adjoint operators is self-adjoint has been studied before (see e.g. [1, 4, 5] ) for different purposes.
Here we give further results of when this is true. The first two results are consequences of Propositions 2 & 3.
Corollary 1. Assume that B and A are two self-adjoint operators such that B 2 = I. If B and A commute, then BA is self-adjoint.
Proof. We have (BA) * = A * B * = AB and since B and A commute, BA is symmetric. It is also normal by Proposition 2. Thus BA is self-adjoint on D(A).
Remark. The condition B 2 = I cannot simply be dispensed with. Example 1 is a counterexample for that.
Corollary 2. Assume that B and A are two self-adjoint operators such that A 2 = I (and B is unbounded). If B and A commute (i.e. AB ⊂ BA), then BA is self-adjoint.
Proof. Proposition 3 establishes the normality of BA. Since AB ⊂ BA and since BA is closed,
which means that (BA) * is symmetric. But BA is normal and hence so is (BA) * . Therefore, (BA) * is self-adjoint and thus so is BA.
We can drop the commutativity of A and B and obtain another result for the self-adjointness of BA. We have Proposition 4. Let B be a bounded operator and let A be a self-adjoint operator with domain D(A). If for some r > 0 one has rB − I < 1, then BA is self-adjoint on D(A) if it is symmetric.
Proof. Since B is bounded, D(BA) = D(A) and hence for all ϕ ∈ D(A) one can write rBAϕ = (rB − I)Aϕ + Aϕ.
Since rB − I < 1, we can say that (rB − I)A is A-bounded with relative bound smaller than one. Since A is self-adjoint, by Theorem 2 we establish the self-adjointness of rBA or BA and hence the proposition is proved.
Remark. We show, that the condition rB − I < 1 cannot be completely eliminated in the previous proposition. Choose A so that B = A −1 = 2 r . Thus rB − I ≥ 1 for all r > 0 and it is plain that BA is not self-adjoint.
The previous proposition can be used to establish a result on the normality of the product of operators by dropping the unitarity hypothesis. We have Theorem 4. Let B be a bounded normal operator. Let A be an unbounded normal operator. Assume that B commutes with A. If for some r > 0, rBB * − I < 1, then BA is normal if it is closed.
Remark. We could have assumed that B was invertible instead of BA being closed since the invertibility of B with the closedness of A would yield the closedness of BA.
Proof. The following observations will be used in the proof. Since BA ⊂ AB, B * A * ⊂ A * B * . The Fuglede theorem gives 
A similar idea can be used to show that the operator AB is normal.
Theorem 5. Let B be a bounded normal operator and let A be an unbounded normal operator which commutes with B. Assume that for some r > 0, rBB * − I < 1. Then AB is normal.
Proof. Basically, the proof is a superficial modification of that of Theorem 4. The commutativity hypothesis plus the Fuglede theorem give
The condition on the norm of rBB * − I then ensures the self-adjointness of both B * BA * A and BB * AA * (by Proposition 4). This implies that
Since A is closed and B is bounded, AB is closed and hence it becomes normal. The proof is complete.
Using a result by K. Gustafson (see [1] ), we can prove the following result Proposition 5. Let A be an unbounded normal operator and let B be a bounded normal operator such that BA ⊂ AB. If BB * is strongly positive (in the sense given in [1] ), then BA is normal whenever it is closed.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4. The only thing that needs to be made clear is that the strong positivity of BB * is sufficient (with the closedness of A and the normality of B) to make both BB * AA * and B * BA * A. What remains to do is clear.
Now we pass to the case of two unbounded self-adjoint operators. We have Proof. The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3 until the penultimate line of it. Then one has to apply the Kato-Rellich theorem.
